We have studied the dispersion and exfoliation of four inorganic layered compounds, WS 2 , MoS 2 , MoSe 2 and MoTe 2 in a range of organic solvents. The aim was to explore the relationship between the chemical structure of the exfoliated nanosheets and their dispersability. Sonication of the layered compounds in solvents generally gave few-layer nanosheets with lateral dimensions of a few hundred nanometers. has the advantage of extreme simplicity coupled with the fact that it results in small but highquality exfoliated nanosheets which can then be fabricated into films or composite materials.
We found that the dispersed concentration of each material falls exponentially with  as predicted by solution thermodynamics. This work shows that solution thermodynamics and specifically solubility parameter analysis can be used as a framework to understand the dispersion of 2-dimensional materials. Finally, we note that in good solvents such as 2 cyclohexylpyrrolidone, the dispersions are temporally stable with >90% of material remaining dispersed after 100 hours. 
ToC fig
Over the last decade, 2-dimensional nanomaterials have become one of the most studied subfields of nanoscience. These developments have been spearheaded by research into graphene, a material that is unique due to its combination of thermal, electronic, optical and mechanical properties. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] However, over the last few years, it has become clear that a range of other inorganic layered compounds can be mechanically exfoliated in small quantities to give 2-dimensional nanosheets with interesting properties. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] For example, exfoliated hexagonal boron nitride has been used as a dielectric support in graphene-based transistors 11 while MoS 2 has been fabricated into sensors 10, 12 , transistors [13] [14] [15] and integrated circuits. 16 The availability of a wide range of 2-dimensional materials is important as it allows access to a broad palette of physical and chemical properties. A good example is provided by the family of transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs). These materials have the chemical composition MX 2 where M is a transition metal (commonly, but not limited to Ti, Nb, Ta, Mo, W) and X is a chalcogen (i.e. S, Se, Te). As in graphite, these atoms are covalently bonded into nanosheets which stack into 3-dimensional crystals by van der Waals interactions. These materials are of particular interest because, depending on the combination of metal and chalcogen, the material can be semiconducting or metallic. 17 In addition, the bandgap can vary from a few hundred meV to a few eV, 17 suggesting these materials have potential as versatile electronic device materials.
Furthermore, these materials have interesting electrochemical properties which make them suitable for applications such as battery electrodes. 18, 19 As with graphene, many applications will require relatively large quantities of material suggesting that a solution processing route is required. 20 A number of possibilities exist. For example, it has been known for many years that materials such as MoS 2 can be exfoliated by 3 lithium intercalation. 21 However, such a route tends to result in structural deformations in some TMDs leading to considerably altered electronic properties. 22 Alternatively, TMDs can be synthesised in the liquid phase. 7, 8 Probably the simplest route to liquid exfoliation of layered compounds is sonication assisted exfoliation in solvents [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] or aqueous surfactant solutions. 19, [30] [31] [32] Here, sonication results in the exfoliation of the layered crystal into single and multilayer nanosheets which are then stabilised by interaction with the solvent or a surfactant. This method has the advantage of extreme simplicity coupled with the fact that it results in small but highquality exfoliated nanosheets which can then be fabricated into films or composite materials. 19, 23 Solvent exfoliation is probably the most practical approach due to its simplicity and the lack of a third-phase dispersant (i.e. a surfactant). However, very little is known about the stabilisation mechanism. While detailed studies on solvent exfoliation of carbon nanotubes 33 and graphene 25 have been reported, no corresponding analysis has appeared for inorganic layered compounds. Such an analysis would be useful as a detailed insight into the exfoliation mechanism would allow both the optimisation of the exfoliation process and the discovery of new solvents.
Any detailed study of solvent exfoliation of layered compounds must address a number of simple questions. Most fundamentally, it will be critical to know whether solution thermodynamics can be used as a framework to describe this process. If so, what solubility parameters can be used and which are most appropriate? While the surface energy has been used as a solubility parameter for carbon nanotubes and graphene, it is not clear whether this term is well-suited for other van der Waals bonded systems. If the surface energy is an appropriate solubility parameter, does the surface energy predicted from solubility measurements match that measured by other means? How do the surface energies, and so solvent requirements, depend on the nature of the nanosheet surface? It is critical that such questions be answered in order to develop the large scale exfoliation of these materials further.
In this paper, we describe experiments to estimate the dispersibility of four different types of nanosheet in a wide range of solvents with the aim of answering these questions. We choose the layered materials (WS 2 , MoS 2 , MoSe 2 , MoTe 2 ) to controllably vary the nature of the surface which interacts with the solvent. The results have been analysed within the framework of solution thermodynamics. We believe that this study casts new light on the factors controlling the dispersability of inorganic nanosheets in organic solvents.
Results and Discussion

4
Characterisation of Dispersions
We have measured the optical absorbance spectra of dispersions of WS 2 , MoS 2 , MoSe 2
and MoTe 2 in twenty-one different solvents. Typical spectra are shown in figure 1A . As observed previously for MoS 2 and WS 2 , these spectra appear to be superimposed on a power law background (inset). 23 Otherwise, the spectral shapes are as expected. 17 We use the absorbance divided by cell length at set wavelengths (see methods), A/l, as a semi-quantitative measure of the dispersed concentration (subject to the provisos mentioned in Methods). The measured values are listed in Table S1 and show the dispersed concentration to vary by three orders of magnitude over the range of solvents used. We note that for each material, the best solvent is either NMP or CHP, solvents which are also known to efficiently disperse carbon nanotubes and graphene. 25, [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] We can assess the state of the dispersed material using TEM. Shown in figure 1 are typical images of flakes observed in the CHP dispersions. In all cases stacked multilayer nanosheets were found, with no evidence of individual nanosheets. Although it is as yet impossible to unambiguously identify individual nanosheets, in a previous study we have produced what we believe to be monolayers using smaller sonic baths. 23 We attribute the lack of monolayers observed here to the sonication scheme used. We used a large volume, low power density bath which was chosen for its throughput rather than its suitability for high quality exfoliation. This study involved the preparation of ~250 dispersions, a quantity which would be completely unmanageable using the small sonic baths which tend to give highly exfoliated flakes. 23, 36 The difference in sonication schemes between this work and our previous report 23 may result in some slight variation in the relative performance of solvents. However, even though the exfoliation is not optimised here, it is probable that the relative concentrations of the dispersions are controlled by the solvent-nanosheet interaction. However, due to the fact that the sonication scheme is sub-optimal, we should expect considerable scatter in the data. The flakes were typically a few hundred nanometers in length, in agreement with previous work. 23 We further analysed the dispersed material by filtering the dispersions through porous membranes to form thin films. SEM images of these films are shown in figure 2 A-D. These images show large quantities of 2D objects arranged in a disordered network. We have observed no evidence of significant quantities of 3-dimensional material. We have also characterised these films by Raman spectroscopy as shown in figure 3E ( ex =514 nm). In each case, a number of well-defined peaks are observed in the region of 150-450 cm -1 . It is known from the literature 5 that such peaks can be used to identify layered compounds. [38] [39] [40] We have marked the expected positions [38] [39] [40] of the dominant bands for each material on figure 3E . In each case, these positions match reasonably well to the observed peaks. We note that the literature positions are for stacked crystals. It is well known that shifts of a few wavenumbers occur on exfoliation 6 leading to the slight disagreement between measured and predicted peak positions.
The role of surface energy
Once it has been confirmed that the dispersed material consists predominately of exfoliated few-layer nanosheets, one can consider the mechanism for dispersion and exfoliation.
For non-electrolytic systems, mixing of solvent and solute is generally understood via the free energy of mixing, Mix G  . 41 This quantity represents the difference in free energy between a mixture of two components and the two components in their unmixed form and is usually written as 
where S  and NS  are the total surface energies of solvent and nanosheet respectively, T NS is the nanosheet thickness and  is the dispersed nanosheet volume fraction (proportional to the concentration, C; C   where  is the nanosheet density). This expression predicts that the energetic cost of dispersing the nanosheets is minimised for solvents with surface energy very close to that of the nanosheet. One would expect such solvents to give the maximum dispersed 6 concentration. We can make this prediction quantitative using recent work which has shown that for rod-like solutes the maximum dispersed volume fraction is given by:
where v is the volume per mole of the dispersed phase. Assuming we can model a nanosheet as a very low aspect ratio cylinder, we can insert equation 2 into equation 3 to yield:
where NS D is the nanosheet diameter (modelling it as a disc). We can simplify this expression by using the approximation
which is reasonably accurate so long as the full width at half maximum of the resulting Gaussian is less than about half the centre value. In this work, we are always well within these limits. Applying this approximation and expressing in terms of dispersed concentration gives:
  nitride. 23, 33, 34, 45 For each material, we have fitted a Gaussian envelope function. We note that, as is usually the case, 25, 33 many solvents give dispersed concentrations significantly below the envelope. The possible reasons for this variation will be discussed below.
We note that by inspection of equation 5, we see that the full width at half max, FWHM, of the envelope functions in figure 3 is related to the nanosheet diameter by
The widths of the envelope functions in figure The magnitude of the variation is similar to that found when applying this model to carbon nanotube dispersions. 42 The mechanism for broadening is currently unknown. However, the discrepancy certainly suggests that the analysis used here, while a useful guide, does not fully describe the interactions between solvents and nanostructures.
In addition, we must point out a shortcoming in our data sets. There are actually a relatively small number of solvents with surface tension above 45 mJ/m 2 . This limitation means that it is impossible to populate the right hand side of the graphs in figure 3 to a level that would unambiguously show the fall off of concentration at high surface tension. This problem arises particularly for data with significant scatter and so applies specifically to the data for MoTe 2 . It is, therefore, impossible to be absolutely certain of either the position or width of the Gaussian envelope function for this material.
Nevertheless, we note that the analysis above suggests two important points. The first is that the surface energies of these layered compounds appear to be relatively similar within the limitations imposed by the number of available solvents. This similarity suggests that the surface energy and presumably the strength of interactions between TMD nanosheets and adjacent molecules depends only weakly on the identity of either the chalcogenide or the transition metal.
This invariance of surface energy with chemical structure is an interesting result that can be linked to fundamental physics of intermolecular interactions. For extended objects (consisting of only one atomic species for simplicity) interacting by London interactions, the interaction strength is always proportional to Obviously this is a gross oversimplification, which is less relevant to more complex materials such as TMDs. However, it does show that it is plausible that such chemically dissimilar  , the net retention times of a series of n-alkanes were measured for each chalcogenide and the corresponding net retention volumes, V n , calculated.
According to a well-established model introduced by Schultz and co-workers, V n is correlated to for relatively well-studied solid surfaces, such as poly methyl methacrylate (PMMA). 56 However, IGC can be used to unambiguously measure the specific contribution to the free energy of adsorption, G sp , for a given polar adsorbate (in kJ/mol), determined as the difference of RTlnV n of the polar probe to the corresponding dispersive reference line in figure 4: In addition, in the cases of MoS 2 and MoSe 2 , these surface energies are very similar to the values estimated from the solubility measurements shown in figure 3 . This similarity suggests that while surface energy is not an ideal solubility parameter for these layered compounds (due to the scatter observed in figure 3 ), it can be used as a first order approximation. We note that the measured surface energy of MoTe 2 is significantly higher than that indicated by figure 3. There are a number of possible reasons for this discrepancy. It is possible that defects or impurities in the MoTe 2 powder introduce high energy sites at the MoTe 2 surface, resulting in a pronounced bias of the IGC measurements (conducted at relatively low surface coverage) towards artificially high surface energy values. Alternatively, it is possible that 11 the surface energy actually is high compared to the other compounds. In this scenario, the solubility data in figure 3D may be misleading. As alluded to above, it is possible that this data represents the low energy tail of a peak which is centred at higher surface energies. In fact, we should note that we are limited by the solvents to which we have access. These typically have surface tensions <45 mJ/m 2 and so surface energies <75 mJ/m 2 . Thus the position of this peak may be an artefact simply due to the limited range of available solvents.
Computer Modelling
We have used density functional theory to calculate the surface energy of MoS 2 . We calculated the difference between the energy of a slab of n layers and n times the energy per layer in bulk (obtained with a 24 layer supercell). This results in a surface energy of Clearly the calculated surface energy is more than a factor of two higher than that measured experimentally. At present, the sources of this discrepancy are not clear. For graphite, the DFT functional used compares well to calculations performed with advanced electronic structure methods. 58 However, a benchmark with experiments is more difficult, as the experimental data contains a large degree of scatter. 58 It is therefore difficult to say whether or not the error may be simply attributed to the lack of accuracy of the functional. Notably the DFT calculations describe the exfoliation of layered MoS 2 in vacuum, while experiments deal with a solvation problem, so that difference may arise simply because the present level of theory does not take into account effects associated with the solvent such as screening. Interestingly, our computational value is considerably lower than previous computational estimates of 260 and 284 mJ/m 2 .
47, 48
Hansen Solubility Parameters
We noted above that when concentration is plotted versus surface energy, many samples have concentrations significantly lower than what would be expected from the envelope function for that surface energy. This phenomenology is ubiquitous and stems from the fact that surface energy is a rather crude solubility parameter. 25, 33, 34, 45 To see why this is the case, we turn to another type of solubility parameter, the Hildebrand solubility parameter. 41 In areas such as polymer physics, 59 it is very common to express the enthalpy of mixing via the Hildebrand solubility parameter,  T . Applying this framework to the dispersions under study here gives:
where we assume the nanosheet volume fraction is low enough that we can write
Inserting this expression in equation 3 gives
This expression suggests that the dispersed nanosheet volume fraction scales as a Gaussian with solvent Hildebrand parameter and is consistent with standard solubility theory. 41 We plot A/l for figure 5A (the equivalent data for other solvents is plotted in figure S4 ). We see a clear peak close to 22 MPa 1/2 , bounded by a Gaussian envelope function. This result can be compared to similar plots for carbon nanotubes 33 and graphene 25 which show peaks centred at ~22 and ~21 MPa 1/2 respectively. However, like the surface energy data, there are many data points with concentrations lower than expected from the envelope function. The reason for this apparent discrepancy is that the Hildebrand parameter is equal to the square root of the cohesive energy density and so equation 10 is a statement of the fact that the enthalpy is minimised when the total cohesive energy density of solvent and solute match. However, the total cohesive energy density actually consists of a number of terms, with those due to dispersion, dipole and H-bonding interactions usually considered in solubility studies. 60 Hansen suggested that there are solubility parameters associated with each of these terms, the dispersive polar and H-bonding Hansen solubility parameters: D  , P  and H  respectively. These parameters can be related to the enthalpy of mixing by noting that
MoS 2 dispersed in a range of solvents as a function of the solvent Hildebrand parameter
where S v is the solvent molar volume,  is the Flory-Huggins parameter. 
We note that Hansen included factors of 1/4 in this expression with the justification that it lead to more accurate results. 60 Substituting into equation 3, we get
D S D NS P S P NS H S H NS S vv
This expression predicts that the concentration is maximised only when all three solubility parameters match for solvent and nanosheet. Analysis based on Hansen solubility parameter has been applied to dispersed nanomaterials such as carbon nanotubes 33, 61, 62 and graphene 25, 63 in recent years.
We plot A/l for MoS 2 dispersed in a range of solvents as a function of the dispersive, polar and H-bonding solvent Hansen parameters in figure 5B -D (the equivalent data for the other materials is plotted in figure S1 ). We see peaks in each case, centred at 17. . This is strong evidence that solubility theory can be used to describe, at least qualitatively, dispersions of nano-scale objects such as nanosheets in solvents.
It is worth considering the limitations of solubility parameter analysis. There is no doubt that solubility parameters, including those of Hildebrand and Hansen and those based on surface energy, describe the results of studies such as these, at least to first order. In addition, they have excellent predictive abilities and have previously resulted in the discovery of many new solvents for low dimensional nanostructures. 23, 25, 34 However, it is extremely unlikely that solubility parameter models fully describe the solvation of nanostructures. Such scales are unable to capture any specific solvent-solute interactions that could aid or discourage solubility. As a result, the idea of matching energetic components of solvent with solute as described in equations such as (2) and (14) does not allow for a negative enthalpy of mixing which may be important in such systems, where entropy of mixing is likely to be weak or unfavourable.
Further investigation into specific interactions between low dimensional nanostructures with solvents, using alternative solubility scales, 64 is warranted and will certainly enhance our understanding of these systems.
Stability of dispersions
Finally, it is important to measure the stability of these dispersions. To do this we chose CHP as a solvent which disperses all four materials reasonably well. These dispersions were prepared slightly differently from before. In each case, 100 mg of TMD powder was added to 10 ml of CHP. These mixtures were bath sonicated for 3 hours. However, keeping in mind the concerns expressed above about bath sonication, they were then sonicated for 3hrs using a point probe (VibraCell CVX, 750W, 25% amplitude). Following this they were then centrifuged using a Hettich Mikro 22R at 1500RPM for 90mins. The top 6 ml were retained for analysis. To achieve the transparency required for sedimentation analysis, these dispersions were diluted by a factor of 20 with CHP (10 for WS 2 ).
We measured the stability of these dispersions using a home-built sedimentation apparatus. 65 This machine measures the absorbance of a dispersion as a function of time using a succession of laser pulses. For each dispersion, the measured absorbance is plotted as a function of sedimentation time in figure 7 . We see some sedimentation in all cases. However, after the first 100 hours, over 90% of the dispersed material is retained in each case. Interestingly, the
MoTe 2 sample appears considerably less stable than the other materials. Theoretical analysis shows that the concentration of a sedimentating phase can be approximated by an exponential decay. 65 Thus data such as that in figure 7 can be fitted by the sum of a constant term (representing any stably dispersed material) and a number of exponential decays, each representing a specific type of sedimenting object. For example, previous work has shown that the sedimentation of flakes with two characteristic sizes can appear as two separate contributions to the sedimentation curve (each with a characteristic exponential decay). 66 We have found that the simplest expression consistent with all the data in figure 7 is: (<5%) suggesting it to represent a tiny minority of the material. In addition, the time constants associated with this phase are very short, <32 hrs, suggesting the sedimentation of relatively large objects. 65, 66 Taken together, this suggests the objects sedimenting first to be unexfoliated crystallites which were not properly removed after centrifugation. 66 The second sedimentating phase had values of A 2 which shows it to represent between 16% and 36% of the initially dispersed material In addition, it displays very long time constants (>161 hrs), suggesting this phase to consist of very small objects, possibly small flakes. It is unclear why a fraction of small flakes are unstable in these dispersions. However, most importantly the stably dispersed phase has A 0 values between 62% and 84% suggesting that the vast majority of dispersed, exfoliated material is stable over very long timeframes. This is of course important for any practical application of these dispersions.
Conclusions
We have performed a comprehensive study into the dispersability of WS 2 The dispersion work is important as it answers a number of fundamental questions about solution-processing routes for 2-dimensional materials. Most fundamentally, it shows that solution thermodynamics can be used as a framework to describe the dispersion of these materials. The surface energy can used as a solubility parameter for these materials and importantly dispersion studies suggest a value for the surface energy that is reasonably close to that measured independently for two of the compounds. In addition, this work suggests the surface energy to be similar for WS 2 , MoS 2 , and MoSe 2 , with some uncertainty over MoTe 2 .
This uncertainty is partly due to the small number of solvents with surface tensions above 45 mJ/m 2 , which makes it impossible to generate enough data to definitively determine the exact surface energy of the peak in concentration. However, this data ultimately shows that similar solvents can be used to disperse and exfoliate each of these four layered materials. Indeed this commonality suggests that the solvents used here represent a useful starting point for solvent exfoliation to other layered compounds. In addition, the availability of common solvents will facilitate the formation of composites of different layered compounds or of layered compounds with nanotubes or graphene. Finally, we find that Hansen solubility parameters probably provide a better description of the dependence of dispersability on solvent. We find that each TMD has similar values of all three Hansen solubility parameters. Importantly, we find that the dispersed concentration decays exponentially with the Flory-Huggins parameter as predicted by solution thermodynamics.
Methods
All materials were purchased in powder form and were all nominally >99% pure. For each material, the supplier and powder particle sizes were; WS 2 background. 19, 23 Such variations in background make it difficult to define an absorption coefficient which is intrinsic to each material.
Samples were prepared for TEM analysis by dropping 5 or 6 drops of dispersion onto holey carbon grids. TEM was performed using a JEOL JEM2100 with a LaB 6 gun operating at 200 kV. Thin films were prepared by filtration through porous membranes (Nitrocellulose from Millipore 0.025µm). Raman measurements were performed with a 633nm, Horiba Jobin Yvon LabRAM-HR while SEM analysis was performed with a Zeiss Ultra Plus.
Inverse gas chromatography measurements were carried out using a commercial instrument (Surface Measurement Systems Ltd., London, UK). The dispersive surface energies, D  , of MoS 2 , MoSe 2 and MoTe 2 were determined via measurements of the retention of four nonpolar adsorbate vapours (n-hexane, n-heptane, n-octane, n-nonane), while the specific surface free energy G sp was measured, using ethyl acetate and 1-propanol as polar probe vapours. An overview of the various adsorbates used (purchased from Sigma-Aldrich; HPLC grade) and some of their properties relevant to the analysis of the IGC data is given in the SI (Tables S2 and   S3 ). All tests were performed using helium as a carrier gas and methane as an inert reference (both gases purchased from BOC; CP grade). Adsorbate vapours were generated from a liquid reservoir at a temperature of 30ºC. IGC samples were prepared by filling a small amount of powdered solid (between 150 to 250 mg) into a glass column of 3 mm inner diameter (purchased from SMS Ltd., London UK). The solid material was fixed in the column with plugs of silanised glass wool (purchased from SMS Ltd., London, UK) on both sides. The samples were preconditioned in the column at 120 ºC for 1 h before each measurement to ensure that surface contaminants were desorbed. The actual IGC measurements employed a column temperature of 40 ºC, and a flow rate of 10 ml/min. All IGC measurements were carried out at a constant adsorbate-to-adsorbent ratio of 0.15 (i.e. at a hypothetical surface coverage of the solid surface by the adsorbate molecules of around 15%) in order to obtain comparable results despite the potential surface heterogeneity of the various chalcogenides. 51 The net retention volume, V n , of an adsorbate is computed from its retention time, t r , and the dead time, t 0 , determined using methane as reference:
where F is the flow rate, T is the column temperature in Kelvin, m the solid sample mass, and j is the column pressure correction taking into account the pressure drop across the packed powder bed.
Surface energy calculations were made using Density Functional Theory (DFT), specifically the newly developed non-local energy functional of Dion et. al., [68] [69] [70] as implemented in the plane-wave code Quantum-Espresso. 71 The implementation of the non-local correlation part of the total energy is based on the method of Roman-Perez and Soler. 72 Figure S1 ). To sample the BZ a mesh of 4×4×1 k points was used.
Supporting Information Available: Additional information on inverse gas chromatography and computation. Table 3 . Sedimentation fit parameters found from fitting the data in figure 7 using equation 15. 
